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The Cultural Kernel and the Transnational Subject
The poems of a transnational writer such as Indian poet, Meena Alexander, (born in Allahabad, raised in the Sudan, educated in English-speaking contexts and now residing in the USA) highlight the issues of whether a cultural kernel of (non)interpretation exists, and whether such a kernel is somehow desirable and empowering for a writer. On the one hand, the expression of an authentic (and therefore irreducible) self has long been considered a fine endeavor for a poet to pursue, but on the other hand communicability across cultures is a more recent ideal for many multiculturalists… 

This paper proposes to examine some of Meena Alexander’s recent work, as appearing in the Canadian poetry journal, Studio (​http:​/​​/​ccfi.educ.ubc.ca​/​publication​/​studio​/​v01n01​/​studio2a.html​), from a situated reading protocol, in my case inevitably a male, white, European (though not quite dead), point of view to see whether a cultural kernel then remains in her case.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

But first, what is the cultural kernel, if indeed such a thing exists? In Daniel Thomière’s call for papers for this conference he links the presence of such a kernel to the limits of interpretation: “The question is: how can we determine when our understanding of a literary work stops? There always seems to be a gap that cannot be bridged, a kernel that will always resist us.” While I am not sure that I share this feeling of omnipresent interpretative uncertainty, I think I follow the claim to the extent that – at least according to reader-response theorists such as Iser and Jauss – our understanding of a text is a process of proposing hypotheses of interpretation that fill in whatever gaps in our understanding of the text in question we come across. The reading then proceeds unimpeded in its stream until we again encounter a gap we cannot fill with our present hypothesis of interpretation. We then try to revise our hypothesis and once again proceed. Iser’s model of reading is therefore infinite (cf. Peirce’s unlimited semiosis) and does not expect a cultural kernel to necessarily show up and stop us. This gap filling is however circumscribed by what Jauss has dubbed our horizon of expectations, a limiting of the world of possible interpretations of a given text. Such limitations are both embedded in the text itself, for instance in its generic markers, and embedded in the reader, for instance in his or her cultural competence. A negatively defined cultural kernel could then perhaps be argued to exist in readers with low cultural and intertextual competence – but the kernel would then definitely be more in the reader than in the text.

This notion could then be linked to a constructivist way of thinking, according to which the text itself is constructed by the very reading, the very interpretation itself. Or in a slightly more unfolded formulation: the textual manifestation invites certain kinds of interpretative operations and types. Thus the unifying idea is that texts anticipate and control the work of interpretation, which then is carried out in a collaborative effort between text and interpreter. This I call ‘reading protocols’, those textual and extra-textual instances which invite a certain form of reading and also mould the execution of a specific reading. However, the reading protocol is not exclusively situated within the individual text; it is partly textual, partly paratextual, and partly extra-textual or socially and historically constituted, contingent on the reader’s cultural competence.

If one were to further break down the notion of cultural competence, I would propose that we look at the relatively small catalogue of distinguishing features that we use to navigate both the textual and the extra-textual worlds we operate within. If, as post-structuralism teaches us, we only understand what a thing signifies by understanding what in contrast it does not signify, i.e. through difference (or differance!), then it follows that if we can identify a relatively small contingent of signal differences then we can generate a powerful tool to isolate the significance carrying units all texts operate with and all interpretations are inscribed within. The horizon of expectations for a Western reader, or a white European male, would then be circumscribed by the following points of orientation: Race, gender, age, class, nation and belief. These orientation points we understand all according to standard dichotomies within these structured discourses: White/non-white; male/female; young/old; rich/poor; foreign/homely; Christian/non-Christian. Texts structure themselves as negotiations between these dichotomic difference discourses, and the reader’s work consists in decoding what the text narrates about the characters or ideas that are made to represent each discursive position. These ‘differences’ are traditionally perceived as either biological givens (man vs. woman, for instance) or socially derived invariables (working class vs. middle class, for instance). They are believed to constitute us as subjects and to explain our being in the world. In postmodernity we have gradually come to realize that all these differences are language constructs as well as/rather than situated givens (which of the preceding pair you believe in, depends on how radical your perception of ‘identity’ and ‘subject’ is), and therefore all differences are negotiable in communicative situations.

We are now in a better situation to discuss the presence or non-presence of a cultural kernel in a given text: We now know that all texts use intertextual webs and paratextual norms to trigger our reading protocol when we first approach a text: we have great expectations that a new text will both accord to the reading protocol, but yet challenge us with new gaps that we will then co-negotiate with the text to fill in a satisfactory way. Our best arsenal for gap filling is our knowledge of the standard difference discourses and the conventional hierarchies within each difference: man privileged over woman, white over black, rich over poor etc. – realizing, of course, that texts will often create play by reversing these hierarchies. With a proper reading protocol and the prerequisite knowledge of the standard difference discourses and their permutations, no final cultural kernel should then be able to resist our reading.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The case we now turn to in order to test the above claims, consists of Meena Alexander’s poems in the collection Raw Silk (2004), some of which were reprinted in Studio in 2007, along with a talk by Alexander which explicates the poems in terms of their genesis, the writing subject’s geographical movements and navigations of unhomely space, and the intertextual web behind the gestalting of the poems. The Raw Silk poems mainly describe the poet’s emotions upon revisiting India after an absence and finding many wounds and victims following a period of ethnic unrest between Muslims and Hindus in the Ahmedabad/Gujarat region in September 2002. However, other poems in the collection are set in New York City in the aftermath of the September 2001 terrorist attacks that have come to be known as the 9/11 events. Thus the collection can be seen as an attempt to negotiate a dual trauma both for poet and her subjects. In her piece “Fragile Places: The Poet’s Notebook” Alexander reflects: “What does it mean to belong in a violent world? This was the question I asked myself and in many ways this book was torn out of me. The poems scratched themselves into the palimpsest of my days and nights, needing to be written out. Later in arranging the manuscript, I was troubled by what it might mean for a book of poems to draw so deeply on narratives of violence. But there was no way out. No elsewhere I could sail through.” Alexander thus explicitly textualizes her experience which she refers to as a palimpsest, and she also very strongly insists that the poems are flesh, torn out of her own carnal being, her body. In this way the poems mediate between poet and subjects/victims, and partake of the pain of all involved.

The key poem in the collection is “Fragile Places”, which is set partly in Gujarat where Mahatma Gandhi lived and partly in Kerala where the 8th century Vedantic philosopher Sankara was born. These two figures, both associated with intense religious and pacifist feelings and ideas, function to structure the poem. Sankara, whose desire was to revitalize Hinduism and point to the identity between self and the whole, figured as the highest (and ultimately only) deity Brahman, is addressed at the poem’s beginning and end, so that the poet speaker’s desire to hear the words of Sankara comes to frame the whole poem. The effect is heightened by the use of a quote by Sankara, “The world is a forest on fire,” as the poem’s motto. The reading protocol an experienced reader of poetry will invoke here is to expect that the motto will set the tone of the poem, as is quickly borne out by the poem’s insistence on violent images involving fire, culminating with the references to the burning child in the second to last group of couplets. Similarly the custom of addressing an absent interlocutor, akin to invoking a distant deity will be familiar from much Romantic poetry and the whole set of conventions concerning the ode. Therefore one experiences little difficulty in encountering the beginning exhortations of the poet speaker addressed to Sankara, pleading for shelter, refuge, protection: “carry me through the house of silt/ the low slung bone,/ wind me in raw silk” – and ultimately insight: “Who dares to burn/ with the stamp of love?/ Words glimmer/ then the slow/ march to sentences./ Sankara speak to me.”

The role of Gandhi in the poem is less clear as he is not referred to explicitly. Only the place of the poem’s setting indicates his role in the poem and the culturally competent reader will associate the location of Gandhi’s ashram in Gujarat with the site of the ethnic unrest the poem describes. The ashram would historically be just such a place of refuge as the poet speaker calls for, but in other poems in the collection with the give-away title “Letters to Gandhi”, the nation’s father is gently chastised for not having influenced his inheritors sufficiently, and the shame of his old ashram barring the doors for Muslims seeking shelter from violence, rape and murder is pointed out. Gandhi’s grandson is also mentioned in the notes to these poems, as well as in Alexander’s talk on the poems.

Yet another figure ghosts the poem “Fragile Places”, this time through a more conventional intertextuality, as his poetry is quoted in the Alexander poem. This figure is Rabindranath Tagore, the 1913 Nobel Laureate, who is remembered and revered in India along the same lines as the philosopher and the politician discussed above. The biography of Tagore at the Nobel Prize Organization’s website emphasizes some similarities between Sankara and Tagore’s origins, mentioning his father’s sect which “attempted a revival of the ultimate monistic basis of Hinduism as laid down in the Upanishads.” It is well-known that Tagore and Gandhi were close friends, and we thus have a closely linked trinity of men from the past history of India, all representing similar ideals of unity, peace and non-sectarian beliefs, all present in the poem. The quote from Tagore is: “I lay with you at the water’s edge/ a red rose blossomed in my breast.” The complex symbol of the red rose blossoming is decodable as feelings of erotic love (“I lay with you”), or as agape or love for one’s fellow man, or as the blood of the heart running out of a dying man’s body after a stabbing or shooting, or as yet another image of the fires that otherwise crowd the poem. These readings are all fairly conventional, and intertextual precursors including at least Dante, Shakespeare and T.S. Eliot could be invoked here. Again, while the symbol cannot be decoded in an entirely unitary way, the gap presented by the text is not unbridgeable – rather there are too many bridges crossing this particular gap, which then hardly constitutes an uncrackable kernel.

If one now turns to the presence of difference discourses in the poem, one is surely not disappointed, nor particularly surprised to find an implicit dichotomy between the three great men, who are ultimately all portrayed as powerless to influence the course of history in a non-violent direction (the two Septembers’ violence was perpetrated regardless of their lasting presence on Indian soil, and Tagore’s words displayed on giant posters in Kolkata have little effect), and the female poet speaker and her references to her matriarchal lineage back to her grandmother whose house the speaker inherits (grandmother’s birthplace is the same as Sankara’s). Another important figure in the poem is the woman who responds to the burning of the child by stopping in her washing of the rice in her kitchen and turning to write instead. This mirror image of the poet is more of an insider to the region, and her donning the writer’s mantle is a sign of hope and her inscriptions a guarantee of the lasting memory of the events: “Words glimmer/ then the slow/ march to sentences.” It is therefore clear that we have a case of the gender difference discourse playing out in a form of reversal in Alexander’s poem. Nothing new or challenging here. 

Likewise her figuration of the transnational self is a variation over the in-group/out-group dichotomy that is typical of the national difference discourse. The poet speaker has a foot in each camp: she is rooted in India, yet has left the country only to return and mourn its state. Her presence is problematized as not entirely authentic. While she claims: “I have come to ground/ in my own country,/ by the Pamba’s edge” and her grandmother’s house is her inheritance, there is still a doubt spurred on by her role as an interloper. The poem’s words on identity illustrate this dilemma: “Unable to reconcile those that are scattered/ with those bound in fragile places/ we turn to where alms/ are collected for the poor,/ identity pulled apart/ on the tongs of war.” Scattered, yet bound as the migrant figures are, it is the unpleasant tool of war that creates the identity split in the poet speaker’s tenuous ‘we’.

Gender and national differences are thus the rulers of the poem, but they are shadowed by the religious dichotomy that has triggered the violence in Gujarat: Hindu vs. Muslim. Further, the primary victims on the Hindu side of the conflict are the untouchables, the casteless poor. One could therefore suggest that the difference discourse hierarchy in this poem is quite conventional: Men fail to provide peace, despite their honestly righteous beliefs – the women who are guardians of the lineage transcend divisions of ethnicity, class and beliefs in looking after the future, embodied as the scarred and wounded children. The interpretation of the text thus seems fairly clear-cut from a white, male, Eurocentric point of view, and no really exotic or challenging reading protocol needed marshalling for the analysis: attention to formal aspects, thematic resonances and explicit intertextualities were the requisite keys, much as they would be in a reading of Shakespeare or Byron.
A final remark on the anxiety of interpretation which the poem and Alexander’s repeated commentary on the poem could be argued to represent: Not content to let the poem stand alone, Alexander has footnoted the publication of the poem both in the 2004 collection and in the Studio reprint with explications providing the intertextual clues to Tagore, clearing up the topical cultural reference to the posters featuring his poems in the train stations in Kolkata, as well as a brief explanation of Sankara’s philosophy of maya or illusion. In the long talk also published at Studio’s web site, Alexander describes in much greater detail the setting and the various incidents inspiring the poem. She also states her aesthetic and political programmatic: “The present is not another country. It is where we live. When I started to write the Gujarat poems, I knew I had to rely on beauty. Otherwise the rawness of what had happened, the bloody bitter mess would be too much to take. A poem can take a tiny jot of the horror but evoke grief, restore tenderness so that we are not thrust back into an abject silence. As if we have heard and seen nothing.” Empowering by telling and giving voice to what might otherwise remain unspoken and therefore easily forgotten, would seem a fair summation of her desire. It is therefore not surprising that the poem’s first cryptic telling of the events must be supplemented by two much fuller speakings by the poet to ensure that the healing power takes effect.

Paradoxically, I do not feel that the explications Alexander provides are necessary, certainly not to the interpretation of the poem. She leaves out more than she puts into her supplement, anyway. The cultural competence necessary for the interpretation I have provided is of course aided by her information, but modern and conventional bibliographical and philological investigations are still required to draw the conclusions I do. Hunting intertextualities would of course take longer without Alexander’s commentary, but would surely not be impossible. What is more, they of course do not stop with her sourcing Tagore – as one glance at the last quote will convince you, further intertextualities enter into play with each supplement: when Alexander says “The present is not another country,” she puns on L.P. Hartley’s well-known declaration “The past is another country. They do things differently there”. Alexander’s insistence that while India is another country to her now, it is part of a continuum of space/time which is present for us all, both in the temporal and spatial sense of the word, strongly enforces her desire to speak as a transnational subject to other caring transnational subjects: we who also live there. 





Fragile Places

          The world is a forest on fire 
                            Sankara

Rain blazed over Tiruvella -- the red gorge. 
Sankara speak to me:

carry me through the house of silt
the low slung bone,

wind me in raw silk
cry to the gulls on the sea coast.

Hulls, dhows, catamarans
Persian panoplies, Portugese men of war

clusters of jelly fish in the sea's craw,
baptism of spray

the passage rough, 
horizon scrawled with stars.

I lay with you at the water’s edge
a red rose blossomed in my breast.
                            ***
Nothing is changed
by the strength of reflection

and everything.
Raw silk in the torn cupboard

of the will. Two annas for soap
Three annas for a bundle of matches

grandmother wrote -- Four annas
for a rag so she will not hurt her hands 

Later I will tie up my notes with string
letters too, neatly knot them. 

Grandmother polished her sandals
stepped into the long boat 

that drew her to Kaladi
your birthplace.

Her house I inherit
plaster quick with spray 

from the monsoon coast
beams dripping salt.
                            ***
Unable to reconcile those that are scattered
with those bound in fragile places

we turn to where alms 
are collected for the poor,

identity pulled apart 
on the tongs of war

cities quivering by a slow river
which some call death.

A chance encounter 
dissolves the separate things

we make out of our lives,
as if the wreckage of war 

concerned us not a jot
and love were a painted concertina

played in underground passages
in the metros of Manhattan, Paris,

Delhi, Kolkata where platform walls 
bear a poet’s drafts blown big, 

words strummed to 
bird mouths, pesky wings,

flowers with beaks of gold
inky metamorphoses:

I have picked at them, tried to redeem them.
They cry as sinners might. 
                            ***
Who will redeem the real,
cherish fleshly fragments:

jog of hair, splintering mole
jolt of unlikeness

desire that turns us lean,
each rift crammed with sweetness,

arrow roiling the eye 
of what ever time there may be left,

the skin of mango and rose
wet with smoke.
                            ***
Hear me out:
I have come to ground 

in my own country,
by the Pamba’s edge

in a field of golden rice
where shades gather.

One cries: I lost my leg,
another -- My arm is blown

and here is the hood
of bright hair that was my mother’s mother’s.

It glistens with gunfire,
please take it from me.
                            ***
Tongues emblazon
the harpsichord of flesh,

close to a child in a wood house
where a bomb falls,

her arms and legs aflame,
a woman in a kitchen miles away

washing rice, who turns 
and stops to write.
                            ***
Who dares to burn
with the stamp of love?

Words glimmer
then the slow

march to sentences.
Sankara speak to me.

